
15 losing Roulette 

systems’ Ideas 



“ 
Do you play online roulette with system? 

 
How do you know that your system idea is 

worth to risk every spin your money? 
 

Did your system generate profit last month? 



hello! 

I am Petr  
Online roulette systems’ entrepreneur 

 
In this FREE eBook I share with you which online roulette 

systems’ ideas just lose money, base on my 15+ roulette systems 
experience and own statistical research. 

+  
But I will give you a hint, what systems’ approach might work  



Idea 1: Betting on 1 number 

System: Bet on 1 number if it doesn’t appear 250 spins in a 
row. Use 90 spins progression. (my own experience)  
 
Why it is losing: Statistic calculation on 500 000 random 
spins shows, that average maximum non-hit for one 
number is 416 and maximum 519. 
 
Especially difficult is to come back from loss of 90 spins 
progression, as you have  to long time wait for new chance 
to bet when one number didn’t hit 250 spins and your 
typical average profit in 90 spins progression is approx. 13 
- 18$. 
 
Real play example: number 12 didn’t hit 250 spins, 90 spins 
progression wasn’t successful -> loss of approx. 400$, but I 
was still betting and lost whole bankroll. No. 12 came on 
331. spin and immediatelly repeated in 5 spins again   

Will zero hit?  



Idea 2: Betting on 2 columns 

System: Bet on 2 columns if they didn’t hit two times in a 
row with progression. (my own experience)  
 
Why it is losing: Statistic calculation on 500 000 random 
spins shows, that average maximum non-hit for 24 
numbers, which are 2 columns, is 13 spins and maximum 16 
spins. 
 
Progression for 24 numbers increases very fast and 
normaly you don’t have bankroll big enough to follow the 
progression bets. And your average profit per winning 
game is tiny one. To comeback from lost session (e.g. 8 
spins progression) is almost impossible. 
 
Real play example: I had very small bankroll 200$, and in 
12 spins 3rd column came 10 times and i was betting on 1st 
and 2nd column. Whole bankroll lost. 

Is there a system?  



Idea 3: Force zero system 

System: Open new table, bet directly on 0 and put the same bets, e.g. 1$ on 
RED and BLACK because it will push number 0 to come. 
 
Why it is losing: I found this “system” idea on internet and wanted to try it. 
It was approx. in year 2007. I even improved it that i was waiting 25 spins 
of non-hit for number 0 and started to bet.  
 
Several times it was successful, but you probably already know, what a 
nonsense this idea is. Putting bets on RED and BLACK because it will push 0 
to come? OMG. Simply we know that one number can easily non-hit 400 
times therefore it is clear no go idea. BTW: every roulette number has the 
same probability of hit = 1/37 (French roulette) in every single spin   
 
Real play example: I was waiting 25 spins of non-hit for 0, started to bet 
and at that time i never used any Stop Loss or so. I was betting 126 spins, 
in which 0 didn’t show up and lost whole bankrol. (how stupid it was)   

My app for Force zero system 
year 2007 



Idea 4: Betting on 1 column  

System: If one column didn’t hit 10 times in a row, bet on column with 
progression 
 
Why it is losing: Again, i found idea on internet, that you should wait 5 
spins of non-hit for one column and start betting. They said it is 100% 
winning system and they were offering this piece of s..t for sale. (year 
2007)  
 
I wanted to improve it, therefore 10 spins of non-hit. Base on statistics 
from 500000 random spins, one column in average didn’t hit 26 spins 
and maximum is 31 spins. 
Obviously it is very expensive to bet on 12 numbers e.g. 10 spins. Lets 
imagine 20 spins of progression. It is clear no go. If you want to wait 20 
spins of non-hit, how many times do you think, you will play within 1 day? 
 
Real play example: I was betting on 2nd column after 10 spins of non-hit. 
My column didn’t come 22 spins, i lost whole bankrol and last number 
was 0, maybe like a bonus. 

Is 2nd column the right one? 



Idea 5: Any martingale on RED, BLACK, Odd, 

Even, Small, Big  

System: Play martingale progression on 18 numbers which 
represents RED, BLACK etc.  
 
Why it is losing: About martingale many pages have been 
written. Basically complete roulette  greenhorns and 
beginners play it. Some scammers even want to sell 
system idea with martingale. OMG 
 
It is 100% no go. You don’t have bankroll big enough to pay 
this progression, there are table limits, and you risk e.g. 
500$ for winning of 1 $ which you bet at the beginning.  
 
 
Real play example: I never played that because it is totally 
stupid and you will always lose with any martingale on 18 
numbers. 



Idea 6: Fibonacci numbers betting 

System: Bet on Fibonacci numbers (1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34) if they didn’t hit 5 times in a row 
 
Why it is losing: You’ve probably heard about Fibonacci golden ratio, retracement or numbers. It looks 
interesting, as the world might be described by the Fibonacci sequence. And one of the numbers simply 
must come   
 
You are just betting on 8 numbers, doesn’t matter whether Fibo or others. Paying the progression for 8 
numbers is expensive and goes up quickly. E.g. avg non-hit for 8 numbers is 40 and maximum 48 in 500K 
random spins. Again too many numbers to play and difficult to cover the loss. 
 
Real play example: I played that several times, but i realized very quickly, that progression for 8 spins is 
expensive. I used my VRS App 1st generation for simulation of the system, but there were too big drawdowns. 



Idea 7: zio Ninni on streets 

System:  1. every time a number hits start betting on the other two 
numbers from the same street, ex. if #1 hits start betting on #2 and #3  
2. continue adding numbers in this fashion after each spin  
3. when you get a hit, proceed as follows:  
• 3a. if profit is higher than 10 units, then reset and start again  
• 3b. if profit is below 10 units then remove the two numbers from the 

street that just hit and add 1 unit to all the other numbers. Continue 
betting until profit is higher than 10 units  

• 3c. if you get a second hit and still not in profit, remove the two 
numbers from the street that just hit, add another unit to all numbers 
and continue. 
 

Why it is losing: I found system in  VIP lounge for roulette players in 2007. 
You are betting on so many numbers, you don’t use progression and if 
some numbers repeat, which is often, you lose very quickly. 
 
Real play example: I simulated the system in VRS App, but never played 
live, as the results were terrible with huge drawdowns. 



Idea 8: last 12 unique numbers 

System: the player waits for 12 unique numbers to appear. He begins to bet on the last unique 12 numbers 
as they occurs, only the last unique twelve numbers are kept. The zero is not part of the game 
The money management is simple, you bet 1 $ by No. If your running profit goes below zero (<0) then when 
you win you increase your bet using a fixed percentage (5%) of your lost:  
Ex.: -100 would give a new amount to place on each number equal to: 100 x 0.05 = 5$/No.  
When two consecutive losses occur, just wait till you find a winner again, then you resume betting on the 
next spin 
 
Why it is losing: I found system again in VIP lounge for roulette players in 2008. The issue is that you have to 
bet on 12 numbers, too many, and using so aggressive progression like 5% will cost you a lot of money. In 
case that numbers will not repeat often, it is losing very quickly. 
 
Real play example: I simulated the system in VRS App,  time to time random numbers run with 2000 spins 
was successful but in average again big drawdowns and very difficult to come back from loss. 



Idea 9: leading dozens 

System: Betting on the Dozens. Use the last two dozens to show. On a loss, bet the same amount as last 
time. On a win, increase the next bets on the two dozens 1 unit each.  
e.g.:  Dozen 1, 1, 1, 2, now bet dozens 1 and 2 ---> 1 unit 
3 Lost -2 units Next bet is 1 unit on Dozen 2 and 1 unit on Dozen 3 
3 win +1 unit total loss -1. Next bet is 2 units on dozen 2 and Dozen 3 
3 Win +1 Total win. Now reset to 1 unit on 2 and one unit on 3 
 
Why it is losing: I found system again in VIP lounge for roulette players in 2008. Any idea betting on dozens, 
which means 12 numbers, with progression can lead only to total loss of the bankroll. Betting on too many 
numbers, here 24, there is no waiting period and we know from statistics that 2 dozens can easily non-hit 
13 spins in a row. 
 
Real play example: I already had my bad experience with 2 columns, which is the same like dozens, so i 
didn’t play the system, but it is clear no go. 



Idea 10: playing clusters for 1 dozen 

System: Betting on a repeat of the last fallen dozen. You are betting in clusters of 3 spins, because 
normally a dozen will come one time in 3 spins (0 or 00 not taken into account).  You start betting 1 unit for 
3 spins on the last fallen dozen. When it comes 1 time, you start over again with 1 unit for 1 cluster of 3 
spins.(because no Win, no Lost) When there is no hit within a cluster we double our units. Actually we are 
waiting till we win 2 times within one cluster, in that case we have a positive balance and we start a new 
series.  
cluster 1: L,L,L next cluster we bet 2U  
cluster 2: L,W,L next cluster we bet again 2 U because we had one Win  
cluster 3: L,L,L next cluster we bet 4 U  
cluster 4: L,W,W STOP, we reached a new high balance, end of Session. (+3 units).  
 
Why it is losing: It’s always interesting how many people want to bet on dozens, columns, which means 12 
numbers. It is really stressful if your 12 numbers are not comming already 6 spins, loss increases rapidly. We 
know that one dozen can easily non-hit 26 spins. Guys are also saying that they stop after 5 bet increases 
and there is 5,27% of bust chance. My question: How do they propose to cover the loss? I believe they have 
no idea. Simply no go.  
Real play example: I wanted to try it, but statistics persuaded me not to do it  



Idea 11: Mohan system – part 1 

System: Rule #1: Find four out of five (5) numbers that have just shown and that are within nine (9) places of 
each other on the wheel. 
 
Rule #2: Go two left and two right of the last number that showed from rule #1 sequence. Find one that has 
not been up for ten (10) spins but have been up from twelve (20) to twenty seven (27) spins back.  Such a 
number we call "Original Number". This is one of the numbers you will play if you get through rule #4.  
 
Rule #3 
If you successfully find an "Original Number", all four (4) of your "Neighbors"(From rule # 1) must be within 
four left or four right of that "Original Number". If they all are, then you have passed through rule #3. 
  
Rule #4: 
Coming forward or backward eight (8) spins from the "Original Number", locate two (2) different numbers 
that: 
A) Have shown in the last eight (8) spins. 
B) Are within eight (8) spins of each other. 
C) Are within eight (8) spins from the "Original Number' and, 
D) Are within four (4) left and four (4) right of the "Original Number" on the wheel. 



Idea 11: Mohan system – part 2 

System: These are called "Runners". After skipping one spin, you place on the  "Original number" two (2) 
units, and on the two "Runners" you will place one (1) unit on each, three (3) numbers total, for seven (7) 
spins, bet these three (3) numbers or until one (1) of the numbers hits, whichever comes first. If one (1) of 
the numbers hits, you will play the same numbers for one more. 
  
If you win, you must not initiate another play until eleven (11) spins have gone by after the hit. If you lose, 
you must wait until forty (40) spins before playing. The exception to this would be if, while recording spins 
during the forty (40) a spin "time out", you see a play and it would have won had you played it, then you 
may reenter on the next qualified play, whether or not it has been forty spins since your last "real" loss. But 
you still will not enter a play after a win for 11 spins after the winning number hit. 
 
Why it is losing: Are you still with me and not lost in the system’s rules? This Mohan system is exactly what 
you can actually buy on internet. I guess that nobody is able to apply such a rules plus there is absolutely 
no probability advantage to bet on numbers e.g. 9 places from currently generated number etc. Please be 
aware of what scammers are able to sell. OMG 
 
Real play example: I guess, you know, i never played that. 



Idea 12: Cycle roulette – part 1 

System: System bets on dozens specific way. Below you can find the 
example from a doc written by Mike Goodman 
 



Idea 12: Cycle roulette – part 2 

Why it is losing: The author says, “this is the only roulette system I’ve seen almost infallible”. The progression 
looks attractive and different as normal dozen betting. But again it is 12 numbers bet and funny is that guy 
does not explain how to cover the big loss.  
His idea is to start betting immediately on one selected dozen, use this crazy and complicated progression 
and on top, if you are e.g in cycle 1 (it means you lost 5 spins of progression) and your dozen comes, you should 
increase your next bet multiplied 5, if you bet 4 units, next spin it is 20 units and next one it is doubled to 40 
units . . .  
 
I can just say that how many times it is possible from statistics that 12 numbers don’t hit? 26 spins as average. 
Plus imagine, your dozen came, you bet 20 units, nothing, 40 units nothing, which is absolutely normal and with 
just 5 spins of no success you probably lose the whole bankroll. And also funny is that guy shows in his doc only 
example where whenever he started to bet increased units in cycle 1, he always won in 2 spins. OMG 
 
Real play example: Idea was interesting and i developed the whole system in my VRS App. I even played that 
live with real money. But exactly the weakness appeared that i lost whole progression and there is no idea how 
to recover. Playing another new sessions and if any other unsuccessful progression appears? I only lost money 
with this system even when i ran thousands of test random spins it was not in profit. No go. 



Idea 13: Ultimate 200$ a day casino roulette 

method – part 1 

System: Bet on either: Black or Red, Odds or Even, 1-18 or 19-36 
✘ Bet the same amount every time, Bet on the same outcome every time, Only bet one 

hundredth of your total pot. So if you want to bet $2.00 each time make sure you have at 
least $200 in your bank. 

✘ PERSIST, you might be in loss for ages but if you keep going it, is certain that you will 
eventually come   out on top, before you run out of cash. 

✘ Walk away when you have made a few units profit. 3 units is my marker, so if I am betting 
$2.00, I stop when I get to $6.00 

✘ Quite simply we use the fact that when starting to bet it is virtually impossible that one 
outcome can happen 10’s of times in a row. And If we stick to one outcome using level 
stakes, it will put use in profit at sometime over a long period time. Let me put it this way. We 
bet on 1 of 2 outcomes and keep on betting with level stakes until this outcome puts use on 
top – Then we stop. 

✘ In the 200 test runs we did of 100 runs of a roulette wheel (20,000 spins of the roulette 
wheel) - before putting this system into practice NEVER was one outcome purely ahead of 
the other i.e. 100% potential win rate! But what you have to remember is that it would take 
far, far more than 100 spins for you to lose all your money unless 100 spins in a row landed 
on the outcome you weren’t betting on. 

 
 



Idea 13: Ultimate 200$ a day casino roulette 

method – part 2 

Why it is losing: This doc has been offered for sale as well on internet. Actually i don’t know who might be so 
“clever” and buy such a piece of trash. The best sentence in guide is this one “Quite simply we use the fact 
that when starting to bet it is virtually impossible that one outcome can happen 10’s of times in a row”. Are 
these people real? It is absolutely normal from statistics and probability that RED or BLACK will not come e.g. 
14 spins. It means 14 times RED will hit. We know the chances are low, but it is every day happening.  
 
In reality you bet on 18 numbers and they can easily not hit 15 times in a row. 
 
Plus tell me, guys are saying that for them is enough to win 3 times base bet, e.g. 2$ base bet = profit 6$ 
maybe after 5 hours? That’s better to work 2 hours per day in McDonalds. Totally no go.  
 
I mention these systems in my eBook because i wanna show you, what kind of trash you can find on inet and 
these scammers even want money for that and call it like “ultimate”, “Sure 100% winning system” etc. Please 
hands off. 
 
Real play example: Yes, of course, i would never ever play such a stupid idea. It is not any system at all. 



Idea 14: Tercius – part 1 

System: the author of the system is Eric Y. Lee, he combined 3 systems: BasicPlay + AdvPlay1 + AdvPlay20 = 
TERCIUS. It is betting on 18 numbers, lets say 1-18. It uses complicated progression, Advanced play 1 and 2 
and author explains that you need a lot of patience because one session can take 5 hours and you can find 
out to be in minus. He claims that winning ratio is 7:3. 
Below is the example play: 
32 – current spin, x - loss (not our numbers 1-18). w - win 
1,2 - COUNT (if loss add number at the end of row (count), so 1,2. if win delete first number from the 
beginning of row ) 
1 – units bet for this spin 
-1 – result of current spin (we had loss, therefore -1)  
-1 – profit into bank (now nothing to send to bank) 
1 – counter of spins 
 



Idea 14: Tercius – part 2 

Why it is losing: Personally i have to say that the doc about Tercius is written the friendly way. It explains 
the difficulty of the system and honestly summarizing what are the expectations from system. 
Author says that 1 session can take 3 – 6 hours and you should win 7 sessions from 10. Also he says that you 
should lose maximum 75% of your capital per session. 
Example: You start 1 session with 100$, in 10 sessions you should win 7 with profit target 50$ which is 350$ 
and lose 3 with 75% from 100% which is 225$. At the end after approx. 50 hours of play you might end up 
with profit 125$. 
 
As i said, very complicated progression, confusing, you probably have  to use excel or other tool to track 
your numbers and betting. The profit is very low comparing to 50 hours time for 10 sessions not 
mentioning that you most probably don’t win 7 from 10 sessions, but maybe just 5. 
  
System is not totally useless, but maximal for learning experience about not typical progression.  
 
Real play example: First idea was to develop it in my VRP App, but i gave it up. Because it is too 
complicated, very low profit ratio, betting on 18 numbers etc. I never played that and it was good decision.  



Idea 15: FAST system (Fibonacci Advantage 

Skipping Technique) – Part 1 

System: The system is particulary complicated, doc has 52 pages and i 
attached table of contents. Author is Raymond Lai.  
 
Why it is losing: This book or guide actually initiated my curiosity for 
roulette system App development. I developed complete App just for this 
one FAST system as the guide was so much promising. Author uses Fibo 
sequence and it was like magic. He explained psychology and some kind of 
profit target etc. The basic idea is bet on 33 numbers out of 37. Only 4 
numbers are not occupied with chips. Base on Fibo seq., these 4 numbers 
are identified.  
 
Real play example: Yes, i spent several months of development of my 
FAST App, than i developed it in VRS App, i played it live just to find out how 
big nonsense is that. Imagine that guy says you should bet 13 units per 
number on 33 numbers for one spin. If your 4 non-occupied numbers hit, 
what now? Huge loss and no way back. I have to say, i could’ve spent my 
time much better than with this useless system  



Idea 15: FAST system (Fibonacci Advantage 

Skipping Technique) – Part 2 

My app for FAST roulette system and also dozens 
betting (LMH means low, middle, high) 

 
I included Force zero system in the same app 

 
Plus on top i developed even Graph for bankroll 

growth 
 

It was developed in 2007 
 

BUT, you know the story, it was just in times of gaining 
the experience and learning phase 

 
I wish I could’ve known in 2007 Agile methodology and 

apply the rule for development “fail fast” + inspect 
and adapt.  

 



Is there a hope for serious 

online roulette players? 

YES!  
 

In the beginning of eBook I have promised to 
share with you some hints and ideas about 

roulette systems’ approach which might 
work. 

On next pages, I share with you my 
experince and approach using a statistical 
Apps, how to compete with online roulette. 

 



VRS App (1st generation) 
✘ developed in Visual Basic 6.0 
✘ 10+ years of development 
✘ 40+ roulette systems 
✘ statistical and probability analysis and 

evaluations 
✘ millions of test random spins 
✘ it was nice time, once i’ve got idea 

about new roulette system, i had to 
develop it immediatelly to VRS and test 
it 

✘ many of systems failed, but that’s right, 
we want to find the best ones 

VRS App history and future 

part 1 

VRSEDGE App (2nd  generation) 
✘ new app in VB.NET using Visual studio 

2017 
✘ I am currently developing it 
✘ I implement special VRS Ratio, NonHit 

count, Progressions with variable risk 
✘ customizable no. of levels, progression 

spins, base bets . . . 
✘ I like  very much this challenge  to 

create universal App for roulette 
systems testing and also real playing 
built on my experience and knowledge 



VRS App (1st generation) 
✘ old App works properly under Windows 

XP and 32 bit Windows, but it doen’t 
work properly under 64 bit Windows 

✘ but if you would like to have VRS App 
old version i can provide it to you 
completely for FREE 

✘ Just send me an email and  i will attach 
the latest version and send it to you 
immediately 

  
Email:    shareschoice@gmail.com  

VRS App history and future 

part 2 

VRSEDGE App (2nd  generation) 
✘ new App will work properly under 64 bit 

Windows 
✘ I test it on Windows 10 
✘ I finish the development soon 
✘ If you would like to know the news and 

see VRSEDGE App in action, just send 
me an email or visit my YouTube 
channel called “VRSEDGE” 

✘ I recorded videos with complete 
guidenance How to use VRSEDGE App 
and benefit from that 

✘ I am happy to exchange the 
experience and provide advices 



VRS App (1
st

 generation) 



VRSEDGE App (VRS App 2
nd

 generation) 

Now I develop 2nd 
generation of VRS 
App, which i call 
“VRSEDGE App”. 
 
My approach is to 
create universal App 
for roulette systems 
testing and also real  
playing built on my 
experience and 
knowledge. 



What is your opinion about roulette systems testing SW  “Roulette Xtreme 2.0”?  
I have to admit, that guys  from UX software put an effort to the development of their SW 
called “Roulette Xtreme 2.0”.  
I have played a bit with SW and they offer own scripting & programming language, several 
systems from other players, automatic connection to online casinos via RX BOT and of 
course graphs, standard deviations and random spins. 
Yes, as i said there is effort behind that.  No doubt. 
 
But i have to raise general question: Do you think that by using this SW you will become 
profitable roulette systems’ player?  . . . answer is up to you   
or 
I can ask: What do you want to become? Profitable player or Roulette systems developer or 
tester or entrepreneur or even roulette systems seller? . . . again answer is yours  
 
 
 

 
 

Questions & Answers  

part 1 



What is your opinion about roulette systems testing SW  “Roulette Xtreme 2.0”?  
As a summary this SW has some interesting features and i can say that everyone is free use 
and try it.  
I will now describe to you, what is my prediction about typical roulette player seeking for any 
meaningful and working roulette system over the internet and also purchasing Roulette 
Extreme software. 
 
I believe that you will find yourself in my prediction . . . because i had the same path before i 
have started to use my own statistical and probability analyses, calculations and most 
importantly complex roulette system rules! 
 
 

 
 

Questions & Answers  

part 2 



I like to play roulette, easy to win, easy rules, instant payouts 

Typical roulette system player discovery path 

Ohh, no, i have only 35$, what happened? and still playing 
progression, i will bet all 35$ on RED., ....$%&@ BLACK 24, ... I 
have to search for better system, FREE of course doesn’t 
work, i have to buy one ...  

Open online casino account, first deposit 50$, lets give a free 
system try.. OMG it works, i have already 75$ within 20 
minutes playing dozens. 

Is there any free roulette system on Inet? Can i download it 
immediatelly for free? Yes. What they say? Unbeatable 
system? Perfect, i am going to be millionaire, soon ... 

And i found one, looking quite good, lot of references, only 
possitive ones, and small price, this is the one, buy it, and lets 
play, i deposit this time 200$ ...  



One hour playing , from  200$ already 270$, all games won, it 
is clear, if one column didn’t come 5 times, next 10 spins it is 
sure win and has to come, guys in the guide are saying it has 
98% probability, sure, it is 100% of course  

3 hours playing and i have just 50$, i lost all 10 rounds of 
progression, f . . k, what now, s . . t, i need my money back, i will 
bet on small dozen 25$, small number didn’t hit 5 times . . ., oh 
no 35, i don’t care the rest 25$ on small . . .i don’t believe, 
again 35 , it is impossible, you close casino, you are angry and 
go to bed 

It looks sophisticated, i bet on column if this one did not hit 5 
times in a row, 10 spins progression plus i have read the guide 
about psychology, it can run on autopilot almost ... 

Next days, . . . i have to find a system, search the Internet, and 
you found SW for systems testing Roulette Xtreme 2.0, wow, 
my own system builder, why i haven’t found it before? 



You are fighting with programming language, something 
easy works, but there are bugs, system doesn’t behave as 
you want, another days of testing and bugfixing ... 

Yes, i have it. System works. Ohh perfect, i can connect 
automaticaly to online casinos, it is my golden mine, it can 
run 24/7  on autopilot, OMG this is so good , what i will buy for 
so much money ? 

It has so nice features, i can build my own roulette system 
using their scripting language, but i am not a programmer, 
but they say it is easy to learn, ... yes i will build my own 
roulette winning system, my secret . . .  

You run 5000 random spins, your system is in plus, great, 
proven, lets go. You open an account in supported online 
casinos, connect it, deposit 300$ and press magic button 
play my system automatically . . . 



I established the connection again, start system, i have to 
recover , i increase bets. Yes of course one win ... 

What? Why is it not betting now? it is my condition, again 
disconnected?  You end up the day with only 150$ playing 
your system from Roulette Xtreme on autopilot 

FFFirst win on autopilot, yessss, great, and another win. I open 
a beer. Ohh, wait, now it is losing, why the numbers are 
generated and not uploaded into SW? WTF connection to 
casino lost? ... and i am in minus, with 250$ , ohh no 

I have to beat it, new system, betting on streets, if one didn’t 
show up last 30 spins, long progression, deposit of another 
500$, now it is the time ... and it goes round & round , new 
system, testing, frustration, losses , new deposit, break, 2 
weeks no play, again deposit, new idea about system ... at the 
end minus 3500 $ and no clue what to do ... 



I developed my own statistical app VRS, ran millions of spins, 
tried 100+ systems, different setups, conditions, Nonhit 
patterns, etc. 

But ONLY, ONLY way to become already several years in profit 
was to implement complex rules, skip the idea of any system 
on autopilot, use money management, smart progressions , 
deal with “Variance from Average” and use very important – 
human brain decision – which i call “One degree of freedom” 

I can perfectly understand your path, i was there as well, did 
the same, looking years for any system which will earn and 
run on autopilot ... i was only losing money ... until i had WAKE 
UP call – started statistical analyses and used specific rules 

Welcome to my world of VRSEDGE App, VRSEDGE systems! 
 
I am ready to help you, I am ready to lead you through  the 
whole way of online roulette system development and play. 
Enjoy it!  



✘VRSEDGE App is the 2nd 
generation of my VRS 
applications 
✘Only meaningful roulette 
systems features and 
functions developed 
✘Built base on my 15+ 
experince playing online 
roulette with systems 
✘Contains Money 
Management, Analytical, 
Custom numbers and 
Special parts 

The webinar  The webinar  

VRSEDGE App              features & functions 

Money management 

part Analytical part 

Custom numbers 

part 
Special part 



✘I have created complete 
instruction videos how to use and 
work with VRSEDGE App 
✘If you want to understand all 
possible functions and features, 
please watch my videos on 
YouTube channel (VRSEDGE) 
✘Here i’d like to highlight the 
major and best functionalities of 
VRSEDGE App 

The webinar  The webinar  

features & functions 

(Money management) 

RRR = Risk Reward 

Ratio (How many times 

your progression 

succeeded) 

Random spins – App can 

generate thousands of 

random spins, just like 

online casino rng (you 

can enter number of 

random spins) Session money 

management  

Spins in level = 

how many spins 

to play in one 

level of prog. 

Levels = how 

many levels of 

prog. 

Min. BBet = 

minimum base bet 

ProgAggress = 

progression 

aggressivity (how 

fast you want to 

increase the 

base bet) 



The webinar  The webinar  

features & functions 

(analytical part) 

Special numbers’ patterns 

NH = non-hit count 

Exp = expected number of hits 

SD1 = 1
st

  standard deviation 

SD2 = 2
nd

  standard deviation 

SD3 = 3
rd

  standard deviation 

MaxNH = maximum non-hit count 

 

 

VRS Ratio & Non-

hit 

VR = VRS Ratio, 

special ratio 

calculated base on 

my experience, the 

higher the ratio, 

the better chance 

that number will 

come 

 

NH = non-hit count 

for particular 

number 

 

Avg VR, Avg NH, 

Avg Str = average 

values from all 37 

numbers for VRS 

Ratio, non-hit and 

streets 

NOTE: 

If VR Ratio is green for particular 

number = ratio is higher then Avg VR 

 

If Street numbers have a colour = 

Street non-hit is higher then AvgStr 

non-hit 



The webinar  The webinar  

features & functions 

(Custom numbers part) 

Dynamic betting conditions 

You can pick one of 6 calculated 

values for custom pattern, enter 

own limit and start betting on 

custom numbers’ pattern if condition 

is met.  

The betting will start 

automatically once the condition is 

fulfilled. 

This approach gives you maximum 

flexibility for new roulette system 

development  

Custom numbers 

You can define up to 6 

numbers as new custom 

numbers’ pattern 

 

For this custom 

pattern is calculated:  

NH = non-hit count 

AvgNH = average non-

hit from all custom 

numbers 

AvgVR = average VRS 

Ratio from all custom 

numbers 

SD1 = 1
st

  standard 

deviation 

SD2 = 2
nd

  standard 

deviation 

SD3 = 3
rd

  standard 

deviation 

 

 

 

example for new system 

idea: if value of NH column 

is higher then 40 start 

betting 3 levels, 6 spins. 

Run 10000 random spins 

and evaluate the 

profit/loss, RRR ... 



The webinar  The webinar  

features & functions 

(Other) 

All 37 numbers + Streets 

You can select  which numbers you 

want to play. App will start betting 

immediately on these numbers or 

wait for the first one number hit 

and start betting. 

 

StreetNH = calculates non-hit 

count for every street 

 

MaxStreetNH = maximum non-hit 

count for every street 

Roulette numbers 

& columns 

Last 15 numbers 

are shown, either 

automatically 

generated by RNG 

of VRSEDGE App 

or manually 

entered. 

 

App shows number 

and colour of 

particular column. 

You can easily 

observe if e.g. one 

column didn’t hit 

last 10 spins and 

consider betting. 



The webinar  The webinar  

features & functions 

(Special part) 

Variance from average rule  

 (correlated secondary numbers’ patterns) 

Automatic calculation of secondary 

patterns for 3 numbers. App suggests 3 

patterns consisting of 3 numbers. In general 

if your primary pattern doesn’t work, 

secondary does.  

 

App evaluates last 100 spins and use unique 

algorhitms. Blue colour highlights  

currently the best secondary pattern. 

 

DiffCoeff = customizable difference when to 

consider secondary patterns to be 

correlated to primary one 

 

Calc Corr Nbrs = ad-hoc button for 

secondary patterns calculation 

One degree of Freedom 

It helps you to 

understand when you 

might consider to 

change the roulette 

table or simply change 

numbers sequence. 

 

High danger = change 

table 

Low danger = advice to 

be careful 

- = no repeat rule 

danger 

 

Twist danger = advice 

to be careful and 

maybe change the 

table 

 

 

 



Let’s get motivated and inspired from the info 

which i provided to you in this free eBook 

We can’t cover everything in 
this eBook 
If you would like to know more about 
the serious roulette systems’ 
development, my own experience 
and what systems I play, please be 
welcome to my web page: 
www.VRSEDGE.com 
 

If you leave now, you’’ll slip back 
to your old habits 
If you want change, you need 
repeated  exposure – the full and 
complete roulette systems’ 
approach 

1st – settle with what you have 
now and keep getting what 
you’re getting now 
2nd – make a small time 
investment, give it a shot – if it 
works, awesome. If not, then you’ve 
already learnt a lot for further 
success 
 Shifting your disposable 

income from liabilities to 
assets…  
Spend it on something that will 
bring you long term  fulfillment, 
which means robust roulette 
systems development 

Each month money comes 
back, time does not  
Therefore spent your time 
meaningful way, if you wanna play 
online roulette seriously, learn how 
to build robust systems, forever 

You’re either good at making 
money, or making excuses, but 
you can’t do both 
Focus on what is important for you if 
you open new roulette table. Is it 
emotions, joy, fun, profit, money, 
leasure time? 

http://www.vrsedge.com/


i created webinars 

“5 STEPS How to build robust and 

reliable roulette system, forever!”  and 

“10 SECRETS How to compete with online 

roulette using a system” 

+ 

own analytical sw VRS & VRSEDGE App 

+ 

robust and unique roulette system 

VRSEDGE 

 



Ultimate  

online roulette 

systems analytical 

App  

is ready! 

 

“I use my VRSEDGE 

App everyday for 

roulette systems 

analysis and LIVE 

play to successfully 

compete with online 

roulette” 

 

YOU can do it as well! Right now!  
 
Please visit my web: www.VRSEDGE.com and start using 
VRSEDGE App today.  Be welcome, Petr. 

http://www.vrsedge.com/


thanks and be welcome! 

My web page:  www.VRSEDGE.com 
 
Direct contact:  shareschoice@gmail.com 
 
YouTube channel:  VRSEDGE 
 
Blog:  vrsedge.wordpress.com 
 
Udemy webinars:  10 Secrets how to compete with online roulette using 
a system 
5 Steps how to build robust and reliable roulette system, forever! 

http://www.vrsedge.com/
mailto:shareschoice@gmail.com
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrklU7YMZl3JYnmnsGWjeNA
https://vrsedge.wordpress.com/
https://www.udemy.com/10-secrets-how-to-compete-with-online-roulette-using-system/learn/v4/overview
https://www.udemy.com/10-secrets-how-to-compete-with-online-roulette-using-system/learn/v4/overview
https://www.udemy.com/5-steps-how-to-build-robust-roulette-system-forever/learn/v4/overview

